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t•J People United to Protect 
Pet Integrity 

TO: Supervisor Yvette Aguilar and Town of Riverhead Councilmembers Catherine Kent, 
Frank Beyrodt, Kenneth Rothwell and Tim Hubbard 

FROM: PUPPI (People United to Protect Pet Integrity) 

DATE: August 2021 

Memo of Opposition RE: Proposed Amendments §207.26-31 to the 
Riverhead Town Code 

PUPPl's mission is simple: protect the health of pets and integrity of our industry, and promote 
freedom of choice: shop OR adopt. We are a coalition of pet store owners, veterinarians and 
other members of the pet industry founded to protect our businesses and advocate for brick 
and mortar pet stores dedica~ed to the welfare of animals and consumers. 

We wish to strongly express our opposition to the proposed amendments to Chapter 207 of the 
Town Code (§207.26-31 ), which is a total ban on the retail sale of pets. It will ban the one 
completely transparent and regulated way to purchase dogs available to families. This bill will 
only serve to shut down small businesses, and does not affect the ability for "puppy mills" or 
bad breeders to operate as they do now. This will leave a vacuum in the market that will allow 
the bad actors this bill intends to shut down to flourish. Therefore, we request that the 
Riverhead Town Council oppose this resolution. 

Although a similar state bill (S1130/A4283) asserts that a pet store ban would have no fiscal 
implications, pet stores that sell animals get an average of 75% of their profits from those 
sales. The online marketplace makes it nearly impossible for a pet store to survive on the sales 
of supplies alone. Our member stores would be forced to close if this resolution was passed, 
hurting small business, workers and consumers. 

Pet stores are the only regulated source to purchase pets, and they provide protections for 
both the animals and the consumer. We are regularly inspected by the State Health 
Department and the USDA. Some stores also face additional local regulations. In accordance 
with current laws, our animals can only come from USDA-licensed and -inspected breeders 
who we visit regularly. The prospective pet parent receives breeder information including three 



years of clean inspection reports from the breeder, health records and family information for the 
dog, and comprehensive health warranties providing financial recourse as per New York State 
law. 

We face many regulations that are not required of rescues, and therefore provide an extra 
layer of protection for the consumer. And while just like with most pet stores, most rescues are 
good actors in this industry, some take advantage of the lack of regulation for their own gain. 
Spay/neuter laws have been so effective that shelter populations have · dwindled, which has 
contributed to an actual shortage of dogs since_ 2016 in this country1. Some rescues, all of 
which are tax-exempt, actually buy puppies from the very puppy mills they claim sell to stores. 
When they exchange donation money for puppies, they are "rescuing" them2• Some bring in 
dogs from other parts of the country or outside of the country, which is responsible for the 
spread of diseases and virus strains unknown in this country that put a stress on our public 
health system3

• In California where a retail ban like this has been in effect since January 2019, 
businesses referred to as "retail rescues" have sprung up, offering "rescue dogs" for "adoption", 
many of which are pure-bred dogs and puppies, for "adoption fees" in the thousands of dollars. 
Yet they are still tax-exempt and face -no regulation that requires them to provide 
documentation or health warranties for their dogs. Even P.E.T.A., the most radical of all animal 
activist organizations, takes issue with these retail rescues4• Where there is a lack of a 
regulated market, there will always be bad actors that find ways to exploit the situation for 
themselves. 

This has been a year like any other in recent memory, and our customers come to us every 
day with heartbreaking stories of how their pets are holding their families together at this 
difficult time. We were declared essential businesses by the Governor at the beginning of the 
pandemic and have been open throughout, supporting our customers and their pets, not just 
with food ·and supplies, but with knowledge, experience and compassion. At this time of social 
distancing, many families and individuals are looking to bring a pet into their home. Dogs are in 
high demand, and we are thrilled to see that shelters have been emptying. We provide a 
regulated and transparent process for those who want to purchase a dog, and we will always 
be available to our customers and our communities. There will always be a demand for pets, 
and it is now higher than ever. 

A ban on dog sales wili create a devastating black market operating without the safety and 
oversight that the state and the USDA provide and that families deserve. We already see a 

1 Cushing, M. (2019 December). The dog shortage is real. Today's Veterinary Business. Retrieved from 
https://todaysveterinarybusiness.com/the-dog-shortage-is-real/#disqus thread 
2 Kavin, K. (2018 April 18). Dog rescuers, flush with donations, buy animals from the breeders they scorn. The 
Washington Post. Retrieved from 
https://www.washinqtonpost,com/graphics/2018/investiqations/doq-auction-rescye:9roups-donations/ 
3 Houle, M.K. (2019 May 15). Perspective From the Field: Illegal Puppy Imports Uncovered at JFK Airport. Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. Retrieved from · 
https://www.cdc,qov/importatjon/brinaing-an-animaHato-the-united-states/operation-doq-catcher,html 
4 Kretzer, M. · (2018 April). Scam Alert: Some 'Rescue' Groups Are Buying Dogs From Breeders. PETA. 
https://www.peta.org/bloq/scam-alert-rescue-groups-are-buying-dogs-from-puppy-mill-auctions/ 



huge increase in internet pet scams, and this will only continue to grow. With the economy 
struggling and its recovery just beginning, now is not the time to needlessly force the closure of 
small businesses. We cannot put further strain on unemployment and other government 
services unnecessarily at a time when the need for those services has skyrocketed. 

Consumers deserve to be able to choose what is right for their family. Rescue dogs are not the 
right fit for everyone. There will ALWAYS be a demand for pure-bred dogs and puppies, and 
without pet stores many consumers will tum to the unregulated internet to find their new family 
member where many will face scams and heartbreak. We urge the Town Council to oppose 
these proposed amendments to protect animals, families and business owners. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. If you have any further questions, please contact 
our lobbyist from Gotham Government Relations: eheUdorfer@gothamgr.com 


